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Abstract Biomolecular NMR chemical shift data are key

information for the functional analysis of biomolecules and

the development of new techniques for NMR studies uti-

lizing chemical shift statistical information. Structural

genomics projects are major contributors to the accumu-

lation of protein chemical shift information. The manage-

ment of the large quantities of NMR data generated by each

project in a local database and the transfer of the data to the

public databases are still formidable tasks because of the

complicated nature of NMR data. Here we report an

automated and efficient system developed for the deposi-

tion and annotation of a large number of data sets including
1H, 13C and 15N resonance assignments used for the

structure determination of proteins. We have demonstrated

the feasibility of our system by applying it to over 600

entries from the internal database generated by the RIKEN

Structural Genomics/Proteomics Initiative (RSGI) to the

public database, BioMagResBank (BMRB). We have

assessed the quality of the deposited chemical shifts by

comparing them with those predicted from the PDB coor-

dinate entry for the corresponding protein. The same

comparison for other matched BMRB/PDB entries depos-

ited from 2001–2011 has been carried out and the results

suggest that the RSGI entries greatly improved the quality

of the BMRB database. Since the entries include chemical

shifts acquired under strikingly similar experimental con-

ditions, these NMR data can be expected to be a promising

resource to improve current technologies as well as to

develop new NMR methods for protein studies.

Keywords NMR � Chemical shift � Proteomics �
Database � BMRB

Introduction

The major goals of the structural genomics projects are to

fill the sparse space of the protein structural universe and to

increase the chance for structural biologists to encounter

data for proteins whose amino acid sequence is identical or

close to that of their target protein. Owing to the significant

amount of effort aimed at the determination of three

dimensional protein structures, the total number of entries

in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) has reached more than

81,500 (in May, 2012). The structures determined by

solution NMR techniques are now approaching 9,500,

occupying *12 % of the PDB overall. NMR protein
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studies have produced a variety of experimental parameters

along with the structure determinations, among which the

assigned chemical shifts are now playing the most impor-

tant role in NMR protein functional analysis. These values

can be applied to NMR studies of protein interactions

through chemical shift perturbations, of protein dynamics

using the relaxation of assigned 13C or 15N signals, of

relaxation dispersion experiments and so on. The strong

correlation observed between chemical shifts and protein

structure has been known for many years. One can apply

this knowledge to extract structural information from

experimentally determined chemical shifts, and vice versa.

For the purpose of collecting and archiving NMR experi-

mental data, the BioMagResBank (BMRB) was established

as the standard public database for NMR data of biomol-

ecules (Seavey et al. 1991; Ulrich et al. 1989, 2008). The

database has grown into a large repository, embracing more

than 7,800 entries for chemical shifts at present (May,

2012). Utilizing the relationship between chemical shifts

and structure, many software tools have been developed,

such as TALOS (Cornilescu et al. 1999), SHIFTX (Neal

et al. 2003), SPARTA (Shen and Bax 2007), TALOS?

(Shen et al. 2009) and SPARTA? (Shen and Bax 2010) to

determine protein torsion angle restraints for structure

determination and to back calculate chemical shifts from

3D structures. Recently, these concepts in combination

with structure modeling have pioneered entirely new

methods to elucidate 3D structure exclusively from

chemical shifts; CHESHIRE (Cavalli et al. 2007),

CS-ROSETTA (Shen et al. 2008) and CS23D (Wishart

et al. 2008). To further promote these technologies, the

quantity and quality of the experimental data in the BMRB

archive will need to continue to expand.

Chemical shift data deposition has been mandatory

when NMR structure coordinates are submitted to the PDB

since December 2010. This will provide chemical shift data

for all future PDB entries. New versions of the ADIT-NMR

deposition system (BMRB and PDBj-BMRB) and Auto-

Dep (PDBe) have been developed to support the new

deposition requirements. The molecular systems addressed

in recent biomolecular NMR studies tend to be more

complex, including oligomeric proteins, ligand binding

studies, tandemly linked protein domains and so on. Sev-

eral platforms for standardizing the protocols of NMR

analysis can be used for tackling NMR studies of compli-

cated systems, such as the CCPN program suite (Fogh et al.

2002, 2005, 2006; Vranken et al. 2005), SPINS (Baran

et al. 2006) and KUJIRA (Kobayashi et al. 2007). There are

several validation tools and web-servers for NMR data

such as iCING (Doreleijers et. al. http://nmr.cmbi.ru.nl/

icing/), AVS (Moseley et al. 2004; http://psvs-1_3.nesg.

org/htdocs/avs.html), RPF (Huang et al. 2005; http://nmr.

cabm.rutgers.edu/rpf/), PSVS (Bhattacharya et al. 2007),

LACS (Wang et al. 2005; Wang and Markley 2009;

http://www.bmrb.wisc.edu/software/lacs/) and PANAV

(Wang et al. 2010). These platforms and tools are helpful

for deposition and annotation tasks, however, automated

and systematic support tools for the organizing of local

NMR experimental databases are still desired. This is

particularly important for large-scale projects such as

structural genomics where there is a need to manage sys-

tematic workflow for large numbers of experimental and

analyzed data.

In this report, we present an automated system bundled

with a series of tools to organize NMR data in a local data-

base and quickly validate the consistency between chemical

shifts and spectral datasets. The system has been designed to

assist the person who is responsible for deposition of NMR

data to the BMRB. We demonstrate how the system facili-

tates depositions and annotations for a large number of

BMRB entries for NMR chemical shift data that have been

used for the comprehensive NMR structure analysis con-

ducted by the RIKEN Structural Genomics/Proteomics Ini-

tiative (RSGI) (Yokoyama et al. 2000) in 2002–2007. The

quality of the deposited data has been assessed by chemical

shift prediction performed with SPARTA ? program using

released NMR structure coordinates.

Materials and methods

The program, KUJIRA, used in the data analysis, runs on

Irix (Silicon Graphics Inc.) and Linux operating systems as

previously described (Kobayashi et al. 2007). NMRView

C-version (Johnson and Blebins 1994) was used to display

spectrum contour plots and to execute Tcl/Tk scripts in the

KUJIRA system. The data conversion programs, make_-

macro and ADD_inf (Fig. 1) are bundles of Tcl macros that

run with a recent version of Tcl/Tk (8.4 or higher). BMRB

Entry Support System (BESS) is a package of programs

used for preparation of an entry, file conversion, and direct

access to an ADIT-NMR server designed to allow a

depositor to manage a BMRB deposition on a local PC (see

also Fig. 1) including a function to upload the entry

information to ADIT-NMR, and to merge uploaded

chemical shift data into a meta file in NMR-STAR v3.1

format. Ed_BMRB is a plug-in program for KUJIRA to

help the user to edit and confirm the entry information and

to perform quick validation of NMR data (Figs. 2, 3).

Preparation of NMR data sets

In the present system, the NMR data deposition begins with

the preparation of complete NMR data sets. NMRPipe

(Delaglio et al. 1995) was commonly used for the NMR

data processing for all BMRB data depositions. A tool
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‘‘make_macro’’ has a function for retrieving sample con-

ditions and acquisition parameters used to collect NMR

experiments, for creating NMRPipe macros to convert the

free induction decay (FID) data, and to execute Fourier

transformation of the converted data. According to the

preference file as shown in Fig. S1, ‘‘make_macro’’ tries to

find available FIDs and parameter sets in the target direc-

tory corresponding to the requested NMR experiments. As

shown in Fig. 1, ‘‘make_macro’’ automatically selects the

appropriate template macros for the NMR experiment.

The make_macro automatically fills the lines to execute the

NMRPipe commands with the processing parameters and

schemes as specified in the PP_list.txt and pref.txt files. In

the case where the template macro is not available for the

entry data, the processing is performed manually using the

macro generator program implemented in NMRPipe.

The current version of make_macro only supports NMR

experiment data acquired on Bruker spectrometers. To

complete the preparation, the make_macro runs the

NMRPipe macros one by one according to the schedule as

described in the preference file, followed by moving the

processed spectrum data to the destination directory.

Preparation of BESS intermediate file for deposition

and annotation of NMR data

The BESS intermediate file shown in Fig. 1 mediates the

transfer of NMR data from RSGI to BMRB. In the inter-

mediate file, 22–25 of the tags corresponding to mandatory

deposition data items are given shorter and more straight-

forward names. These tags are considered to be the mini-

mum set for the deposition of chemical shifts studied on a

protein with a single chain system under a single sample

condition. The intermediate file for each targeted PDB-ID

acquisition 
parameter files

NMR spectra 
data directory

processing 
parameter files

NMRPipe macro 
templates

make_macro

NMRPipe macros 

NMR Pipe

<RSGI>

Client PC

Chemical shift table

FID file (ser)

pipe_pref.txt

bruker_PP.list

NMR spectra

Information of 
experimental dataInternal NMR 

data base

<PDBj-BMRB>

Released PDB
HTTP

Gate Server

Gate script

ADIT-NMR session 

Server scripts

HTTP

FTP ADIT-NMR
functions

ADIT-NMR Server

User Check

NMR data files

NMR-STAR
BESS format

BESS Processing control

ADIT-NMR control

mmCIF

bess_client.sh
KUJIRA 

GUI

ADD_inf

Finishing entry on ADIT-NMR

BESS intermediate
file

NMR data files

Ed-BMRB

KUJIRA pipelines

BESS pipelines

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the system for deposition and

annotation of NMR data from RSGI to BMRB. The tools imple-

mented in KUJIRA and BESS and related pipelines for files and tasks

are colored blue and red, respectively. According to the preference

settings described in the pipe_pref.txt, the program, make_macro,

searches for corresponding NMR acquisition data sets in the server.

The NMRPipe macro files, fid_*.com, xy_*.com and z_*.com are

created for each spectrum from their corresponding template macro

files by with the addition of the proper processing parameters such as

phasing, extraction and zero-filling points and axis-order. The

confirmation of the consensus between the NMR data and the

assigned chemical shifts are carried out using the tools implemented

in KUJIRA. To translate the retrieved NMR data using BESS, an

entry information file is created and downloaded by bess_client.sh on

the client PC using a mmCIF file derived from the corresponding

released PDB entry. The program ‘‘ADD_inf’’ in KUJIRA fills the

required information such as author information, followed by

confirmation of consistency of entry information between the

intermediate file and the corresponding one in the internal database

on the RSGI side. The depositor can upload an entry information file

and NMR data to the PDBj-BMRB side via FTP executed by

‘‘bess_client.sh’’. Then the depositor can remotely execute the ‘‘Gate

script’’ which activates ‘‘User_Check’’ and ‘‘BESS Processing

control’’ followed by ‘‘ADIT-NMR control’’ to execute ‘‘Server

scripts’’ on the ADIT-NMR server. These functions create a virtual

ADIT-NMR session. The ‘‘bess_client.sh’’ can also handle HTTP

protocol to call and edit the entry information on a web-browser by

restarting an ADIT-NMR session
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(with extension .pre), is generated by BESS including the

author and experimental information derived from the

corresponding mmCIF file. The intermediate file also

includes the experimental conditions, protein information

(name, taxonomy, sequence and so on), type of NMR

experiments, and program software used for the analysis.

The files are then transferred to the contact person via FTP,

followed by completion of remaining entry information

using the program, ADD_inf. The ADD_inf tool generates

the final intermediate file (with extension .fin) that is

acceptable for a plug-in tool on KUJIRA.

The plug-in tool Ed-BMRB acts as a GUI tool allowing

the user to confirm and correct all of the items described in

the final intermediate file with the graphical interface. The

graphical interface as shown in Fig. 2a is constructed with

the buttons corresponding to the mandatory items as

described in the intermediate file which can allow a user to

edit elemental values for each item. Ed-BMRB has a special

sub-window to confirm the assigned chemical shifts

archived in the internal database of KUJIRA that allows the

user to visually inspect the NMR spectra as well as to

correct the assignments interactively with the GUI tool

Fig. 2 Graphical interface of the BMRB format editor implemented

in KUJIRA as a plug-in module showing ‘‘Entry’’ (a) and ‘‘Condi-

tion’’ (b) items in the entry information file (*.def). The depositor can

switch main items by clicking the button on the header of the window.

The module has a function to save and load *.def files in the specified

file format (see text). The parameters included in each item can be

edited in the sub-window as shown in the subset in the panel (b) by

double-clicking one of the elements in the displayed list box
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(Fig. 3a). In the RSGI project, 2D 1H–15N HSQC, 2D
1H–13C HSQC and 3D HNCO spectra were mainly used to

confirm whether the signals as expected from the assigned

chemical shifts can be observed in the corresponding

spectral positions. The program Ed-BMRB automatically

simulates the signal positions expected from the type of

corresponding NMR experiment and assigned chemical

shifts. Similarly Ed-BMRB can control the 2D and 3D

spectra to expand the desired spectral region using

an intrinsic KUJIRA command, Sync-Jump. Assigned

chemical shifts loaded in a listbox in a sub-window have

any outliers emphasized with different color coding (orange

and red) indicating chemical shifts that are significantly

away from the standard value. There is another sub-window

to search for chemical shift outliers by detecting the

intensity on the corresponding position of the spectrum (see

Fig. 3c). This sub-window function can be especially useful

for detecting incorrectly assigned chemical shifts derived

from signal aliasing. By appearance of a short comment in

the bottom of the sub-window, the user is notified that the
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chemical shifts have been found to be in error and provided

with an explanation. After confirmation and editing of the

chemical shifts, the user can export the chemical shift table

in BMRB NMR-STAR file format (ver. 2.1).

The processed final intermediate file and the exported

chemical shift table in NMR-STAR file format are sent

back to the BMRB side via FTP using commands of the

BESS client. Another command of the BESS client can

merge the two files into a single file in NMR-STAR file

format that is ready for deposition in the BMRB database.

At the same time, the BESS client can create a virtual

session for the automated deposition input tool ‘‘ADIT-

NMR’’. The NMR-STAR file is then loaded to the relevant

file/directory for the session to complete the session as an

actual BMRB deposition.

The chemical shift data for deposition

The resonance frequency of the methyl proton signal of

TSP-d5 (trimethyl-silyl-propionate-d5) in 50 mM sodium

phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) at 298 K was used as the

chemical shift reference (zero ppm). In each NMR spec-

trum, the chemical shift reference of the 1H signal was

calibrated from the water signal using the previously

determined frequency of the TSP proton resonance at zero

ppm. The chemical shifts were then corrected with the

experimental temperature using the standard temperature

dependency of the water signal. For the other nuclei, 13C

and 15N, the frequencies of the resonances at zero ppm

were estimated from that for 1H based on their gyro-

magnetic ratio. The chemical shifts listed for the depo-

sition were used for the assignment of NOE peaks derived

from 3D-13C-edited and 3D-15N-edited NOESY spectra,

the former includes all aliphatic and aromatic carbon

signals attached to protons. The 1H signals of hydrogen

atoms not covalently bound to C and N atoms and the

exchangeable protons were eliminated from the list,

including hydroxyl protons on threonine, serine and

tyrosine, and guanidinyl protons on arginine. The error

values for the determined chemical shifts were identical

to the tolerance of automated NOE assignments per-

formed by CYANA (Güntert 2003). In typical cases, the

values of chemical shift tolerances were set at

0.02–0.03 ppm for 1H dimensions and 0.3–0.4 ppm for
15N and 13C nuclei for either direct or indirect dimen-

sions. The 13C chemical shifts of sequential carbonyl

groups C’(i-1) in the main chain were automatically

verified with 3D-HNCO data by the function implemented

in the Ed_BMRB GUI tool. Only for the carbonyl carbons

whose amide signal of the subsequent residue were not

assigned due to lack of a 1H–15N correlation, the intra-

residual signals C’(i) were manually confirmed by the

direct observation of the signals in the 3D-HN(CA)CO

spectrum.

Quality assessment of the deposited chemical shift data

Of the 628 RSGI BMRB chemical shift entries, there are 560

corresponding released RSGI PDB entries. The assigned

chemical shift tables for the BMRB entries with matching

PDB entries were downloaded from the BMRB web-site

using a standard wget command in Linux. In addition to

these entries, matched PDB and BMRB entries for another

unrelated 1,300 single chain proteins were also downloaded.

The AVS and LACS validation results available from the

BMRB web-sites also were downloaded. The solvent

accessible surface area (ASA), backbone order parameters

for / and w angles (S) were calculated by the program

KUJIRA. SPARTA? was used to calculate the predicted

chemical shifts from the PDB structure coordinates. The

experimentally determined chemical shifts for the 13C sig-

nals were corrected with the offset error values calculated by

LACS. The number of outliers was counted for each

assigned chemical shift (see details described in Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Graphical interface (a) of ‘‘Export chemical shift table for

BMRB’’ popped up by clicking the button ‘‘Chemical shift’’ in the

BMRB format editor shown in the figure. The editor can load

chemical shifts for all atoms listed in the targeted NMR data by

pressing the button ‘‘Load Acs’’ on the header of the GUI. The

function can also indicate outliers evaluated by comparison with the

standard chemical shifts listed in BMRB statistics with different

colors. If the value

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðr� lÞ2
q

(r: assigned chemical shift and l:

standard value for the corresponding atom) is three or six times

greater than the standard deviation listed in the statistics, the color is

set at orange or red, respectively. The systematic corrections for the

chemical shifts for 1H, 13C and 15N signals loaded on the listbox can

be applied with the values (ppm) as specified in the ‘‘correction’’

entries. The error values for the signals are also specified in the entries

as indicated ‘‘Error’’. The check-boxes indicated as ‘‘Don’t show’’ for

‘‘noass’’, ‘‘1H, 13C and 15N’’ and ‘‘Exch’’ are filtering the signals not

assigned, assigned and exchangeable, respectively. The check-box
labeled with ‘‘Unset stereo’’ switches all of the stereo-specific

assignments for prochiral atoms treated as ambiguous ones. The

buttons aligned just above the list-box are used for sorting elements

displayed in the list-box, each of which corresponds to the column

item. The sorting direction can be specified with check-box indicated

as ‘‘Increasing’’ and ‘‘Decreasing’’, with the manner of integer,

floating point and alphabetical depending on the type of column

items. b By pressing the button ‘‘Check Acs’’, the sub-window pops

up as shown. The function requires 2D 1H–15N, 1H–13C aliphatic and

aromatic HSQC and 3D HNCO spectra. The list-box emphasizes the

signals that have been considered to be outliers as mentioned above.

The signals are also highlighted by red whose detected intensity is

below 1.5 times the specified threshold for displaying the 2D contour

plots in the corresponding position of the spectra. The lines indicated

by a red box show that the 15N signal of Gly is suspected to be

assigned on the aliased position inferred from the chemical shift and

sign of the signal. Double-clicking the line pops up an editor sub-

window for the assignment as shown in c with assessed comments.

The sub-window for 1HN signal has a Jump button to display the

corresponding region of the spectrum

b
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Results and discussions

Simplified format designed for systematic deposition

and annotation of NMR data

ADIT-NMR has been established as a highly automated

system for the deposition of atomic coordinates and NMR

data to the PDB and BMRB public repositories, respec-

tively. The NMR-STAR format (Ulrich et al. 2008;

www.bmrb.wisc.edu/formats.html) is based on the STAR

(Self Defining Text Archival and Retrieval) format devel-

oped by Hall and coworkers (Hall 1991; Hall and Spa-

daccini 1994; Allen et al. 1995) and is commonly used for

the exchange and deposition of NMR data. The NMR-

STAR format has a systematically curated data structure

based on the NMR-STAR data model (http://www.bmrb.

wisc.edu/formats.html). The data structure has a flexible

design and accepts a wide variety of NMR parameters and

experiment types, however, the save frame and loop format

can be difficult to survey visually. Even in the simplest

case, one may have to handle 500-700 lines (depending on

the molecular system) exclusive of the chemical shift table,

where at least 100-200 tag elements are commonly

required. Protein NMR structural studies reported by the

RSGI project were carried out by a single research group

operating at a centralized research facility and the data

archived in a highly regularized internal database. The

protein systems studied were primarily simple single chain

polymers without ligands and non-standard residues. The

NMR data were derived from a limited and consistent set

of NMR experiments and the experimental conditions used

were standardized (details mentioned below). Because the

RSGI studies were carried out on relatively simple protein

systems, using a standard set of NMR experiments, and

under very similar experimental conditions, we were able

to further simplify the NMR-STAR data format and apply

the revised format to the intermediate file used in the

program BESS. As shown in Fig. S3, the intermediate file

is written in a column-based text and visually straightfor-

ward. Since the information available in the PDB entry

related to the target entry has been already incorporated

into the file, the number of items in the intermediate file

required to describe the chemical shift data is largely

reduced to 22–25 in comparison with 100–200 in a normal

Fig. 4 The outlier ratio plotted (a) for 1,033 BMRB entries deposited

between the years 2001 to 2011 except for RSGI entries, (b) for 553

RSGI entries. The Z-value for signal i was calculated for Ca and Cb
chemical shifts by: Zi = |dexp - dpred|/Si, where dexp and dpred are

experimental and predicted chemical shifts, respectively, Si prediction

error for signal i. The minimum value for the prediction error was set

to 0.1 ppm. The 13C offset value estimated by LACS calculation was

also applied to each of the dexp values. The error ratio was then

calculated with the number of assigned signals having Z-value greater

than the cut-off 3.0 (red) and 2.0 (blue) and plotted. Some entries

were eliminated based on the following criteria: Showing error during

the calculation with KUJIRA or SPARTA?, their released BMRB

data or results for LACS calculations are not available in the BMRB

web-site
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ADIT-NMR entry. It is also remarkable that almost all of

the NMR structure studies (*1,280 entries) conducted by

RSGI were determined using the program KUJIRA. The

NMR parameters and information including parameters for

spectrum acquisition, chemical shifts, peak tables, structure

coordinates were, therefore, managed in a regularized

manner. Owing to the features of KUJIRA, NMR scientists

can organize their experimental data as well as their author

information and experimental conditions using a single

analysis platform.

Quality control of analyzed chemical shifts

The accuracy of the chemical shift data deposited and

archived in the BMRB NMR database is a critical issue.

However, many depositors find that the effort required to

validate and verify the accuracy of data outliers is a burden

that slows the performance of the deposition and annota-

tion systems. The chemical shifts deposited from RSGI to

BMRB were all derived from assignments of the NOE

signals observed in 15N- and 13C-edited NOESY spectra

except for the carbonyl carbon signals as mentioned above.

In the determination of the NMR structures corresponding

to each BMRB entry, more than 95 % of the NOE peaks

have been assigned by CYANA. On the basis of the

KUJIRA-CYANA protocol, NOE peaks identified in the

3D 15N and 13C edited NOESY spectra have not been

eliminated from the peak lists for the automated NOE

assignments unless there was a specific reason, for

instance, the peaks were suspected of being derived from

exchangeable groups on the surface of the protein. This

high completeness of the NOE assignments means that the

observed NOE peaks have been well explained by the

determined chemical shifts and protein structures. In other

words, the reliability of the chemical shift data deposited

from RSGI has been reasonably guaranteed by the structure

determination. The checking function in KUJIRA for

comparison with the standard chemical shifts was used

effectively for detection of outliers in the assigned chem-

ical shifts. The function generates simulated peak lists for

the 2D 1H–15N spectrum and 1H–13C HSQC spectra for

aliphatic and aromatic carbon signals and the 3D HNCO

spectrum using the assigned chemical shifts and the

information of spectrum type. The peak lists can be auto-

matically loaded and displayed on the 2D spectrum contour

plots as indicative blue boxes, allowing the user to visually

inspect assignments in the chemical shift table readily as

shown in Fig. 3c. As the spectral width for 13C and 15N

dimensions in 2D and 3D spectra is normally narrow, many

peaks outside of the spectral width appear in aliased

positions, which may lead easily to mis-assignments. With

the application of the function, the direct detection of

spectrum intensity can also be useful to search for

spuriously assigned chemical shifts as highlighted in the

listbox on the ‘‘Check Acs’’ sub-window.

Performance of our system on deposition

and annotation of the NMR data

On behalf of the RIKEN Structural Genomics/Proteomics

Initiative (RSGI), the RIKEN NMR group contributed

more than 1,300 structures during the 5-year structural

genomics project. The project for the deposition and

annotation of the chemical shift data started as a collabo-

ration between PDBj-BMRB in Osaka University and the

RIKEN NMR group beginning in 2006. As of 2009, almost

all PDB entries (1,287 entries) were released, so that we

were able to retrieve the author, sample and experimental

information from the released files in mmCIF format which

are available in the PDB archive. This information suc-

cessfully reduces the labor to ensure terminological con-

sistency between the files involved in PDB and BMRB

entries. In the early years (2006–2008) of the project, the

Ed_BMRB program in KUJIRA and the intermediate file

formats for the client part of the program BESS were

developed (Fig. S3). While the complete set of programs

for BESS were used in the final year 2010, the number of

yearly processed entries reached more than 300. The typ-

ical performance of the deposition system performed by a

single depositor is around 30–60 min for each entry

including retrieval of spectral data from the internal data-

base in RSGI and confirmation of assigned chemical shifts

directly on spectrum data sets. Although it depends on the

size of protein and quality of the spectral data, the time

required for the work would be more than approximately

two to three times shorter than that for the depositor

without the system (data not shown). The annotation work

including communication with the depositors and cross-

checking by a third person has been also expedited, which

normally takes \1 h.

Probably the most important stages for managing public

database are submission and annotation of deposited

entries, as they may not be automated in order to keep

quality of the deposited data. It has been a big challenge to

automate and expedite this work in the database commu-

nity for a long time. In contrast, the tools to confirm

experimental data just before the deposition stage have

been less focused. Penkett et al. have recently developed a

new program suite, CcpNmr Entry Completion Interface

(ECI), for simple, secure and complete deposition of NMR

data (Penkett et al. 2010). The interface can directly upload

and validate analyzed chemical shift data to the web based

deposition site for NMR structure, AutoDep, at the Euro-

pean Bioinformatics Institute (EBI: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/

pdbe-apps/nmr/deposition/autodep.html). The concept of

their program suite is intriguingly similar to what we have
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reported here, which has been aimed to reduce and simplify

the extra work required to deposit NMR data into the

public databases. As our system has been optimized for

translation of a large number of entries, we have reduced

the number of deposition items in the column-based text

format. This format may be widely preferred, because the

data structure is amenable to standard Unix commands

such as grep, sort, awk and sed as well as to a wide variety

of programs that can easily handle the tabular format.

However, it would not be easy to convert the files to the

standard archive format such as mmCIF, NMR-STAR and

XML based CCPN data model. By combining our tools

with the other systems such as that of CCPN may be a

promising way to enhance the efficiency of deposition

work even for the NMR scientists in a small laboratory.

The impact of the high quality experimental NMR data

studied under similar experimental conditions

PDB structure coordinate entries are available for all 628

RSGI NMR chemical shift data entries deposited at

BMRB. With regard to the experimental conditions for the

BMRB entries, one can find a high similarity among them,

namely, similar temperature ranging from 298 to 303 K,

pH 6.8–7.0, containing phosphate or Tris based buffers

with salt concentrations in the range of 50–100 mM.

Although the size of the proteins varied from 2 to 20 kDa,

nearly all of the targeted proteins are monomeric single-

chain proteins (as shown in Fig. S4). These facts mean that

the dependencies of the NMR experimental data on the

structure coordinates are strongly correlated and not

influenced by the experimental conditions used. The chain

lengths of the target proteins ranged from 49 to 219 amino

acid residues, resulting in an average of 87 residues. The

signal assignments including 1H, 13C and 15N nuclei reveal

very high completeness, with average values of 94.4 and

85.7 % for main-chain and side-chain atoms, respectively

(see Fig. S5). Figure 4 shows the analysis for the outlier

ratio between the experimental and predicted chemical

shifts. The predictions were performed using SPARTA?

and the error ratios were plotted for the 13Ca and 13Cb
signals in the ordered region (S/ ? Sw \ 1.8). The error

ratio for the RSGI entries even in the results for the Z-value

cut-off 2.0 is remarkably lower than that found in the other

BMRB entries. Considering the prediction power of the

program SPARTA?, the deposited NMR structures and

their assigned chemical shifts are well consistent and rea-

sonably trustful in the level of the backbone conformation.

These results suggest that the NMR data deposited by

RSGI have contributed to the quality improvement of Bi-

oMagResBank. Future studies using the RSGI NMR data in

combination with the PDB structural data will undoubtedly

provide improved methods to predict chemical shifts from/

to atomic coordinates as well as to develop more powerful

tools to validate experimentally determined chemical shifts

and NMR structures.

Software availability

The programs and documentations for the tools used for

this study are available from http://bmrbdep.protein.osaka-

u.ac.jp/toolbox.html.
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